
The Leaders We Need 

1. What do the following Scripture teach us about church government? (Acts 6:1-6, 11:19-24; 
15:1-3; 1 Cor 5:1-5, 2 Cor 2:6, 8:18-21.

2. Compare the tables. How do elders and deacons differ?

Elders/ Overseers/ Pastors Deacons

Blameless
husband of one wife
sober-minded
good behaviour
hospitable
able to teach
Temperate, not given to wine
not greedy for money, not covetous;
not violent, but gentle, not quarrelsome
one who rules his own house well
not a novice
a good testimony among those who are outside
(1 Tim. 3:2-7)

Blameless
husband of one wife
reverent
not double-tongued
(assumed in diakonos?)
-
not given to much wine
not greedy for money,
- (reverent?)
ruling their children and their own houses well.
But let these also first be tested
pure conscience.
(1 Tim 3:8-13)

3. What are the roles of pastors and deacons?
DJ

Pastor roles Deacon roles

•Take final o________________ of the 
administration and structure of God’s church (1 
Pet 5:2)
•Lead/ Rule the church through t___________ 
and e__________ (1 Pet 5:3,1 Tim 5:17)
•E_____________ the saints to do the 
m_____________(Eph 4:11-12)

•Assist the pastors in roles delegated to them 
(Acts 6:1-7) such as:
F____________administration
Distribution of m___________
Care of e___________ & w___________
Follow-up with members
Building a______________n
U____________
Ministry organization & a_____________

4. Discuss the decision-making quadrant below:

1) Clear, but not serious: what handwash should we buy for 
the bathrooms? No real discussion needed.
2) Neither serious nor clear: how should we arrange the 
parking? Should we use a cleaning company? The church can 
happily discuss and decide where necessary.
3) Both serious and clear: what is the Gospel that each 
member must profess? Who should be chosen as leaders? What
are the central doctrines we teach? Here the congregation must 
decide corporately. 
4) Serious, but not clear: counselling a difficult situation, 
recommending someone to leadership or church discipline, a 

directional decision for the church, what should be taught in the near future. Here the appointed 
leadership must give guidance to the church, and the church follow.


